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1). What's your opinion on Christian Counseling and could you provide insights?

Answer: Some of it's good, but a lot of it isn't. In fact, Christian Counseling and 
Therapy could make matters worse for some individuals not to mention it could very 
harmful and even deadly depending on the situation. And to put it bluntly, many 
Christian Counselors and Therapists including those who are licensed secular counselors
and therapists who use the Christian label for marketing purposes aren't Christian and 
bible educated. And as a result, they don't help people. 

2). What are your main criticisms with Christian Counseling and Therapy? 

Answer: Besides religious and biblical ignorance, I would say all the counselors, 
therapists, advisors, pastors, etc who utilize the wrong approaches to help people 
not to mention the close-mindedness and lack of realism and practicality among 
other things.   

3). Who uses Christian Counseling? 

Answer: Churchgoing Christians, cultural and non-religious Christians, pastors, 
seminary students, skeptics, nonbelievers, etc.  

4). Why do people use Christian Counseling?

Answer: For a number of reasons such as, but not limited to the following down below: 

A). They couldn't afford regular counseling or therapy.  

B). They want to use a counselor or therapist who can relate to them on a personal level.

C). They want to utilize a counselor, therapist or spiritual advisor who deals with 
Christianity and its related matters.  

D). People use Christian Counseling for a number of issues such as doubting one's faith, 
personal spirituality, sexual, marital, dating, financial, health, death and grieving, 
substance abuse and recovery, etc.
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5). Do you offer Christian Counseling? 

Answer: Yes as well as other types of counseling, various psychotherapies, 
some physical health services and alternative medicines, life coaching, 
personal development, mentorship, etc.

In regards to Christian Counseling, I'm Christian and bible educated and I tend to be 
open-minded, realistic, practical and I embrace science and objectivity to say the least. 

As for my services and affordability, I respect people's privacy and work with their 
financial situations. In fact, I have a health insurance alternative I created called 
“Simms Care” that benefits many people. And depending on the person and/or situation, 
Simms Care may be better than regular health insurance coverage, cost sharing or 
discount plans and fee for service arrangements with other providers. 

Important Note: 

My Christian Counseling Exposed “What You Need To Know Before You Utilize It” 
report is available now to purchase at https://payhip.com/b/XGmNR 

About John Simms

Dr. John Simms, PhD is a non-denominational ordained minster, spiritual advisor, 
counselor, psychotherapist, master life strategist, holistic medicine practitioner, 
fitness therapist, health educator, etc.

For more information about me (John Simms) and my products, services, programs, 
resources, opportunities, free tip sheets, videos and audio recordings that could benefit 
you in so many different ways, please go to www.johnsimms.org 
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